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Sounder will be shown to·
" night at 7 p.m. in the SUB
Ballroom, no charge, as a
"'~partt of National Black History Week. .
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Dea.n Unhappy with .Grade Policy
. By Joel Robertson
Arts and Sciences Pean Nataniel
Wollman, in an interview, said the
whole process of grading at UNM
needs to be reviewed and that the
"students avoid classes where more
is demanded of them.
Students are shopping around for
courses- in which high grades are
given, he said in a memorandum to

all department heads dated Feb. 3.
He added that the average grade in
most departments in A&S is higher
than a "C.'.'

of the problem comes about as a
result of the competition for·
students. The more students
enrolled,- the more money the ·
department receives.''

Appropriations and staff
allotments depend in part upon
In the ·memo, the dean said,
enrollment numbers, and .this is "Departments in· which grades are
putting pressure on certain relatively high cannot claim need.
departments, ·the dean said. "Part for additional manpower on the ,,
basis of enrollment bu~ will, in fact,
be subject to reductions in staff as
reallocat.ion becomes necessary."

Apodaca· Names
New· U. Regent
By Ruth S. In tress
· Dr. Phillip Martinez, an
Albuquerque neurosurgeon, has
been appointed by Governor Jerry
Apodaca to repl~ce former UNM
Regent Albert Simms. ~

The memo included a table
showing the percentage distribution
of grades given by each department
-in Arts and Sciences for Semester I,
1976-'77. "Percents are computed
on the basis of the largest initial
enr~llment so that all withdrawals,
whether with a W or without, are
included in a separate column," the
memo stated.
Wollman
mentioned
the
departments of Biology, Chemistry
and Linguistics as grading most
closely to his idea of consistency in
grading. "The sum of D's and F's
plus the category "all others"
(which includes all drops and withdrawals .with a ''W") ranges
between 44 and 49 per cent of total
initial enrollments," the dean said
in the memo.

Martinez will complete the
remaining three years of Simm' s slx
year term as UNM Regent if
confirmed by the State Senate. ·
Simms resigned from the board
in early January, citing "lack of
prQgress" at UNM, and ~he Board
of ~egents' failure ·to use its
constitutional powers among his
reasons for resigning. · ~-, ~ '· ··
Pholo by Phyllis Kushner
Gov. Apodaca said one reason he
appointed Martinez is "because of
Phillip Mart.inez.
the large impact of the medical
school on .UNM, the medical
On the merger of BCMC to
profession needs to be represented UNM, Martinez said. he 'had "no
among the Regents. We had to comment at this time, because I
pursue a doctor with the time to be want to study the issue further."
a Regent so we thought an
Albuquerque _physician would be
Martinez, a Republican, is a
best." ·
neurosurgeon in Albuquerque and
a pastpresident of the Albuquerque
"When we looked at Dr. and Bernalillo County Medical
Martinez and his background, we Association.
found he is a life resident of New
Mexico and a graduate of UNM.
Martinez, 45, is a native of Cuba.
He has an interest not only in the He graduated fro~ UNM in 1953,
medical school but in the entire and then attended the University of
state of New Mexico," Apodaca Colorado medical· school • in
said,
.;
. Denver.

Dr. Martinez said~ "I'm ·Very
He is in private practice and is a
pleased about my nomination and I clinical associate at the UNM
. am anxious to get into the work and School of Medicine.
· processes of the Board of Regents.
~~-~ ~--~-~---rm--inter.ested~-in . the University - ·He and··his-·wifeCarolyn nave
continuing its S!Jpport of BCMC three children and live. at 3300 La .
Sala d~l Este NE.
both financially and with faculty.''

Nathaniei·Wollman ·

Wollman cited the discrimination freshman Classes," the dean said.
case of the minority student who "I am ~onfident he was not
was given low grades in an discriminated against.;,
"educational block.'' The teachC<rs
But Professor Joseph Zavadil,
involved claim the student had
of the 'English Departchairman
inadequate command of written
ment,
said,
"I think our teachers
"We shouldn't determine a and spoken English. The student's
would
argue
to the death that they
faculty member's effectiveness by allegation includes the fact that he
have
appropriate
standards of
the grades he gives or his number of received B's in freshman English
performance
in
the
classes they
·
students," Wollman continued. and _Speech.
teach.
They
do
not
assume
final
"Some of the best departments in
"I
suspect
this
student
should
grades have to fall into a particular
Arts and Sciences also give the
have been given D's or F's in those statistical pattern.''
greatest number of low grades."

At ASU-UNM Game

DaviS A-Maced by Police
William E. Davis, president of 'UNM, and Lavon
McDo.nald, UNM director of athletics, were- both
struck by an irate fan at the Lobo-ASU game Friday
night.
Neither of them were injured although both got
hit in the face.

to swing at Lavon again and I stepped between them.
The blow caught me on the side of the head."
Davis said when he saw the security guards coming,
thought they were coming up to ~dp and they
. sprayed mace in my face." He said the police got there
very fast, but "they just got the wrong guy."
~"I

Attempting to restore order, police sprayed mace in
According to Davis, the fan was angered after Wil
the general'area. The fan then ran up the stands and
Smiley of UNM and Blake Taylor of 'Arizona' State
was arrested.
began exchanging punches prior to the end of
.
.
.
,regulation play. Davis said he told the fan to "sit
While Davis and McDonald wrestled_ wtth the fan m
down'.' and that is when the fighting.started-;--~~---uie stands, ONM took the lead in the overtime period.
Davis said he didn't get to see much of the winning
rally because of the mace police had sprayed in his
Davis said, "Lavon told him to move on and the
l'ace.
·guy took a swing and hit Lavon in the nose. He started
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Nothin'. Li.ke
Being Horny on
Valentine's Day
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Two endeering friends enjoy
tine's Day at the Rio G.rande Zoo.
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Attack On Kissinger

Carter Defends Young
PLAlNS,GA. (UPl)-President
o" Carter said Sunday he did not

.g

believe U.N. Ambassador Andrew
Young's statements about Henry
b
Kissinger's handling of the
'(ij
0 Rhodesian situation were meant
a critical way."
8 "inThe
·President, obviously en~ joying his first weekend back home,
""' attended church before flying back
~ to Washington to receive an
Z evening briefing from Young and to
r·f. welcome Mexican President Jose
"' Lopez Portillo on Monday.
As he wound up his 10-day visit
to Africa, Young commented that
~issinger, in seeking to bring Black
majority rule to Rhodesia, "put a
burden on Britain's back and then
abandoned them."
Carter, standing on the grounds
of the Plains Baptist church where
he gave opening prayers at the
men's bible class and the worship
service, was asked about Young's
comments.
"Because of the election year,"
he replied, "it was. obvious
President Ford and Secretary
Kissinger couldn't proceed as
vigorously or with as much influence (on Rhodesia) as they could
have had President Ford been reelected.
"l don't think Andy said it in a
critical way. As long as Kissinger
was destined to be Secretary four
more years or whatever, he had
more influence to help the British." ·
Carter said the desire of world
leaders to postpone action on
trouble spots was "no reflection"
on Ford and Kissinger, since "a lot
of leaders wanted to wait until a
new administration came in."
The President said he had invited
Secretary of State Cyrus Vance,
who leaves on a Mideast trip
Monday, and National Security
Adviser Z~igniew Brzezinski to join
>-l

l
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him at a briefing on Young's Africa "Jimmy, will you lead us in
trip.
prayer'/"
Carter said Young told him by
Later, teacher Clarence Dodson
telephone Saturday night he asked Carter to report on his ·
considered the trip a success.
church activities in Washington.·
The President also told reporters The President said he had tranhe had completed studying the sferred his membership to the First
briefing papers for Lopez Portillo's Baptist Church in Washington, and
visit, and was finishing his study of that unlike the Phiins Church, "so
Ford's fiscal1978 budget.
far it can accommodate all
As is his custom, Carter, his wife visitors.''
Rosalynn and their daughter, Amy,
"Although I'm classified legally
9, went to Sunday School and as a visitor, this is where my heart
church. ln the bible class attended will always be," Carter told his old
by 58 persons, the leader asked, classmates.

Chicago Adds Barrier
To Halt Rail Crashes
CHICAGO-The Chicago site on a flat-bed truck and hoisted
Transit Authority worked Sunday ·into place by a 50-ton crane. It was
to install a 12-ton steel restraining expected to take more than 20
barrier at the. outer corner of the ironworkers about 12 hours to
loop elevated tracks where two place the barrier into place while
crowded train cars crashed to the train service ran uninterrupted.
street Feb. 4, killing 11 persons.
The CTA said that prior to the
"The installation of this Feb. 4 accident, its computation
restraining barrier was made as an ~bowed 24 million elevated trains
extra precautionary measure," had passed the curve at lake and
CTA Chairman James J. Wabash streets without incident
McDonough said. "It is in addition since 1897.
to the standard guard rails which
are used throughout the elevated
system."
·
Workmen began at 7 a.m. setting
the barrier, which will cost about
$40,000, in place on the sharp curve
where two trains collided, sending
two cars crashing to the street 20
feet below and leaving two others
ASUNM Ad-Hoc Election Commiuee will meet at
9 a.m. Mon., FCb. 14 in room 23l·A SUB. All
hanging from the tracks.
suaaestions for election procedure rdorm are
The barrier, made from two large \l.'elco~.
steel girders taken from an unused
portion of elevated tracks, is 55 feet
•
There wiU be a course in the Transcendenlal
long, 4 feet high and 2 feet wide.
Medltalion Proaram starting- Tuesday cvenlna Feb.
The girders were moved to the lS at7:30. Room 231D&ESUB.
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Amin Renews Political Purge
NAIROBI, Kenya-Plans to kill Uganda's President Idi Amin
three weeks ago on the sixth anniversary of the coup that brought him
to power have backfired, and a new purge is being carried out in the
stormy east African nation, news reports and Ugandan exiles said
Sunday.
The Observer newspaper in London said more than 100 persons
have been killed and others arrested in the past week. Diplomatic
sources and other news reports all confirmed there has been unrest in
Uganda, but there was no immediate confirmation of many of the
details of the Observer's story.

Rich May Help Food Prices
WASHlNGTON-Economic ·planners called S4nday for a new
food system in which America's top 25 per cent income group would
pay extra taxes to sub,idize cheaper groceries for low- and middleincome families.
At the same time, it said, the government would assure adequate
consumer food supplies by encouraging heavy production, managing
reserve stocks, controlling food exports and imports, and using price
controls on farm commodities when necessary.
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Buy 1 Slice of.Pizz-a

X

..
·'
1

Lucky's Pizza

.Get One F'REE!

Home of the Original Handmade Pizza
4513 Central NE
256-9953
268-9029

Delicious Pepperoni. Pizza 60¢

GENEVA, Switzerland-U.N. Secretary-General Kurt Waldheim
Sunday ruled out resumption.of the Middle East Peace talks before
the end of March but said his 12-day shuttle trip was "most helpful."
"A number of questions have been opened and positions have been
clarified but we need a few new ideas to overcome procedural difficulties," Waldheim told reporters on his way back from Cyprus, the
last stop of his Middle East mission.
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Economy Recovery Predicted
WASHlNGTON-Budget Director Bert Lance said Sunday he·
believes the economy will "recover at a fairly healthy clip" despite the
impact of this winter's bad weather on jobs and prices.
The administration still is considering some sort of relief for those
hardest hit by one of the coldest winters on record, but details have'
not yet ben worked out, he said.
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The New Mexico Da/lj Lobo is published!
.Monday through Friday every regular week of.
tl\e"UniversitY year and weekly during the sum:.!
nlcr Session by the Board of Student Publications'
of the University of New Mexico, and is not
financially associated wilh UNM. Second class'
postage paid at Albuquerque, New MexicO
87131~ Subscription rate is SIO.OO for th~
academic year,
The opinions e~pressed on the editorial pag~
of The Daily Lobo arc those of the author solely,
Unsigned opinion is that oft he editorial board of
71Je Dally Lobo, Nothing printed in 11te DoiiJ
Lobu necessarily reprc.sen1s the views of the
University of New Mexico.
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The Afro·American Studies Program is sponsoring
a showing of the film Sounder, Monday, Feb, 14; 7
p.m. in the SUB Ballroom. E'r'cryone is welcome, no
charge ror film.
...

Good only at
4201 Central Ave., NE

Afro-American Studies Program i.s .sponsoring nn
art exhibit in conjunction wilh National Black
History Week, in the SUD Ballroom foyer, Feb. 14- •

IS.
Applications for a $500 granl from the American
Association of University Women, for Fall, 1977,
may now be picked lip at the Student Financia.I Aids
offkc in Mesa Vista Hal\.
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President Davis
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Motionless
Bicycles
Are Okay
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The Ever-Present UNI\.11 Bicycle Threat
Editor:
, I would like to take this opportunity to commend UNM's
finest for a job zealously done. One
can only stand awe struck, mute
with admiration for the fervor with
which our brave men in black have
attacked the insidious epidemic
crime on campus.
I -refer of course to that ever
present threat to the American
way, the.improperly parked bicycle.
· Each day these selfless servants
of the people sally forth armed only
with their ticket books (side arms,
handcuffs, mace, night sticks, riot
helmets, and "Sam Browns" chock
full of ammuniti,onl to do battle
. with the two-wheeled enemy of the
common good.
It is with eyes brimming with
tears of gratitude that we should
view these saints in squad cars,
mindful of the fact that for 11 days
of ceaseless vigilance against the
"ten-speed tide" we have only paid

Display
In SUB
Disturbs
Editor:
While walking through the newly
renovated student union building
the other night, I came across the
Slumber Party's constipated attempt at humor. I FOUND IT to be
distasteful and blasphemQus.
Is this how students are spending
their time: with pointless insults?
Must my state taxes finance an institution that supports and .encourages such inane behavior?
I think that something should be
done. A good start would be to toss
these characters out of school.
If the University does not take it
upon themselves to clean up their
act, they shouid not be funded by
our state legislature.
That might get those ingrate in- telectuels where it hurts. I personally will avoid any further activities at the New Mexico union
until I can be guaranteed that state
property will not be used for such
decadent displays.
Charles Carroll

out $2,264.15 in property stolen
from University soil, a paltry
$205.83 per day.
It is only reasonable to assume
that the best of ordinances will be
enforced with t~e greatest ardor.
Ergo: it is better to control the bikes
on campus than to control the thefts on campus. Or is it?
Honestly now, ladies and gentlemen of the constabulary,
wouldn't you really rather be out
preventing real live crimes of the
"Thou shalt not steal" ilk than
ticketing a bicycle chained to a
tree?
This guided missal is only to pose
t~e question, "Aren't your priorities
a trifle backwards?" It is also a plea

for a return to the war on rape, robbery, and roguery.
How about it?
Tom DeQuincey
Secretary of the Inferior
UNM Slumber Party

President Davis needs every bit of support the University Com~
munity can offer him in li'is decision not to turri over Keith Auger's
grades to HEW. Much of the advice he is getting, including most
from legal sources, is to capitulate and comply.
The issue, for those who don't understand it- some lawyers and
,some administrators-is that the HEW demand represents an improper and dangerous incursion of governmental authority into the
affairs of the University.
·
Further, it is an attack on the academic rights and reputation of
the faculty member concerned.
The position that the President. must now take toward his legal
advisors is to stand firm and have them seek strategies for making
his good decision prevail. He has virtually unanimous sUpport
among the faculty- and that is something!
In the meantirne let the allegation that the University will lose ten .
million dollars in federal monies if it doesn't meet the HEW request
be recognized for the red herring and rationalization that it is.·
This is an issue of pote[ltial national significance. Perhaps the
University of New Mexico and President Davis are destined to play
a more important role than they ever dreamed in curbing the
bullying tactics of HEW. If the President stands fast he will be a
hero of sorts, a genuine defender of the University's integrity and a
protector of his faculty.
If he capitulates, he will dissipate much of the moral authority of
his office, cause many faculty to feel threatened and to become
cynical, and the University will still not escape litigation.
Richard F. Tomasson
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Why Doesn't the University
Design Bike Routes, Racks?

All that should be required to
alleviate pedestrian paranoia
about the less sane are caution
warnings publicized in your
noble organ, or else telling
"Courtesy Pays" type signs
placed at opposite poil')tS on
campus.

Editor:
Recently, I received a citation
when I was forced to lock my
bicycle to a sign because there
were no available bicycle
spaces. My problem is shared
by many University students
whose form of transportation is
a bicycle.
Since there are not enough
bicycle racks. and no racks at all
in some places, many bicycles
are parked illegally. There have
been many complaints by
pedestrians about the bicycles
being ridden on campus. ·
However, this is one of the
few universities that has no
bicycle routes.

If that much money can be
spent on bringing nature to the
University, can't something be
done about putting in bicycle
routes and enough bike racks,
for the sake of safer pedestrians
and happier bicyclists?

•
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After all, a bicycle is a
pollution-free
transportation
system, and just might help in
keeping those trees around the
Duck Pond alive a little longer!
Sharon Mack
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The difference in paying a
five dollar car violation and
bicycle violation, is that your
bike chain is being cut. Bicycle·
(Editor's Note: Carroll asked chains can cost an)fwhere from
that his spelling not be corrected.)
seven to twenty-five dollars.

Editorial Board-

_.-~

I

I

Should these fail, one could
alway:,
resort
to
radarcontrolled trip-wires, to emerge
from the sidewalks on detection
of excess speed_:_ certainly a
more humane solution than the
forewarned oppressive police
practices. Pedal-pushers of the
world unite. You have nothing
to lose but your chains!

UH, /10/..i.O, MR.
PR551P6NT. I
f.VAS lfiONPt:R/N6
f.VIIY YOIJ PON'T
QfJ07l;808 PYL4N
MOR!J lHIIN YOO
fJO, Y'KNW?..

. . . . ___. . . ______

Acapulco Restaurant
,
Mexican FoodI
Specializing In Burritos

1
t

by Garry Trudeau

DOONESBURY
I did some research on how
much it cost the University for
the Yale Boulevard landscaping Project, otherwise
known as the Duck Pond. The
architect I spoke with said the
purpose of the project was "To
Bring Back The Green," and the
total cost was $384,000.

The University is not treating
the ·cause of bicycle problems,
only the· symptoms, by impounding bicycles and issuing
penalties for riding on campus.

HEW Bugs UNM
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campus seems absurd. Any
sane cyclist takes enough care
to avoid mowing down stray
passers-by on the footpaths.

·Fighting
Back

Editor:
Friqay's paper (Feb. 4) carried
a letter from a reader who asked
By Hebekah Szymanski
the heartbreaking question,
"Cannot
pedestrians
and
By Rebekah Szymanski ·
bicycles co~exist on the camThey stumble from the wooden doors of the Bull Ring Restaurant and
pus?" The answer is parked Lounge feeling the first effects of the Santa Fe cold on their faces. He ·
bicycles, yes; cyclists riding leans close to her face and blows in her ear. Laughter cuts through the icy
their bikes, no.
. air. She pulls the fur collar of her leather coat closer to her neck, smiles up
During the time I have been at him a11d giggles again.
IIIIIUIDimiiiiiUiJmllliJHhiDI'flliDIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIUUJJDliJtiUIIIIIIIIIII\IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIifiiUfRIIIIDI'
They reach the sidewalk and begin walking, in lllow motion uphill to the
on campus, I have seen the rise
of cyclists to the point where State Capitol.
.L...
they have become as numerous
~tte!:tUo the. editor ...
Another couple staggers from the doors. The woman hangs her arm onand as dangerous as Attila's ArLettens to the editor ,should be no longer than 250 words,
to the man's. "God almighty," he gasps. "That sun is bright." They
my. Currently the vyeather squint, reaching for their Foster Grants.
typewriftten and double spaced.
keeps the number down, but all
"listen," she says to him, "tomorrow at lunch, don't order me a sixth
.sender's name; aiidressand phqne number must be included
we need is a warming trend to margarita."
·
With. the.letter
it will not be considered for publication.
loosen the hordes upon us.
Names
wdl
be
wxthheld
only by agreement with the edito'r,.in
He squeezes her. "Let's not go back to the Capitol. I've got a better
person.
Cyclists don't know they idea." The couple crosses the street and heads toward the parking lot
lf a letter is from a group, please include a name, phone numcreate problems because they across from the rotunda.
Three
men
emerge
from
the
Bull
Ring
doors.
One
rubs
his
vest-encased
ber and address of a group member,.
seldom walk. It is extremely nerve-wracking to have these silent belly. "Mmmmm," he groans. "What time is it?"
The man in the sky-blue three-piece suit pulls his sleeve up and peers
monsters whiz by your ear at
down at his silver and'turquoise watch. "let's see here," he peers at it
speeds in excess of Mach I. On
again, moving his arm back and forth to bring the face into focus.
the sidewalks ringing the
perimeter of the campus, e.g.,
"It's one thirty-five."
on
Roma,
cyclists
foJce
"Well, what do you know," the third man says. "We're early today.
pedestrians to step aside. (They Yesterday it was five till two when we got to our committee meetings. Do
Open 7 Days 1 lam - Spm
are called "sidewalks" because you think by the end of the session we'll make it on time?"
people are supposed to walk on
The bare bushes outside the Capitol lean to one sid1' as a rush of mounComplete Mexican Dinners
{
tain wind sweeps down the street. The lapels on the man's sky-blue suit fly
them).
back. He /ooks.down toward the sidewalk. "Nothing like fresh air to wake
Call Ahead For Carry Out Service
Even worse is to meet a a person up, is there?"
cyclist using the wheelchair
ramps between the College r-'
The three men start up the main walk to the entrance,,passing the "NO
Education and the SUB. Not _;,A TEBOARD/NG" sign, then work, with great strain, on opening the
too long ago two friends and I brass doors.
de Albuquerque
They finally pull them open and the crowd of Bull Ringers that are
were approachinq the fountain
Mexican Folk Dance Instruction
area when a cycbt ~.-arne up the following close behind run to make it through the doors while they have
the chance .
ramp behind us. He banged into
Beginning Today!
one of us and, rather than
Once inside they all stagger off in different directions to their particular
Beg. Adult M & W 6:30-8 pm
•
saying he was sorry, he wanted committee meetings or offices.
Room 115 Carlisle Cym
The man in the blue suit walks into his committee meeting and sits
to know "why the fuck" we
Interm, Adult M & W 5:30-7
weren't more careful and down at his assigned seat. It is two o'clock and the one-thirty meeting
1212 Rio Crande Blvd. NW
quickly sped off. I suppose, to hasn't begun yet. He loosens his tie. "Get me a cup of coffee," he says to
Beg. Children T & T 5:30-7
an aide.
victimize other pedestrians.
1212 llio Grande Blvd. NW •
The chairman of the committee takes his seat, waits a few moments,
I cheer the campus police then hammers his gavel five times,
wtto not only stop, but ticket all
Roll call is taken. Two members are absent.
cyclists who are usurping
"Let's see," the committee chairman says. "Our first item on the agenpedestrian ways. I wonder why da concerns how much money we're going to appropriate to a much- .
}t~d()k:l'o long to do something
needed building on one of the university campuses. Does anyone have any
comments to make on this? Don't I see any hands? Doesn't anyone care
.aboutthe problem.
: _,I 'also:, ,cheer co·~-;iderate about what is going to happen to this building?"
The man in the sky-blue three-piece suit takes a sip from his black cof,cyclists, Alas, I doo't know any.
fee
and rubs his eyes.
Richard C. Rindone

Why Not Ban Walkers From Mall?
Editor:
I am writing to register
vehement protest at the recently reported restrictions on bikeriding on campus. Pedestrians
should be abolished.
Seriously, . the prospect of
dismounting one's wheeled
steed to walk it to the officially
designated spots for tie-up on

BACKTO
BUSINESS,"
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Editor:
It seems like the UNM Police
has resorted to old ways in handling the upcoming problem of
bicycle traffic on campus.
Issuing warnings and/or tickets
do not offer a solution to the
problem.
If people are not allowed to
ride their bicycles on the mall,
what is the point of having
bicycle racks in front of the
library or the Student Union? It
is as absurd as saying that you
can drive a car to campus but
must push it to the parking lot!
I suggest that the UNM
Police think of a way to solve
the problem other than fining
the students who ride bicycles
because they cannot afford a
car or the cost of the parking
permit. Perhaps a bicycle path
. could help.
Jorge Accame

JUIIIm 11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111Lett e r S Ulllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllltilllflllllllll

Society Should Laud
The New ·Folk Heroes
~~

~-

Bicyclists are social heroes. They use a mode of transportation that contributes little to traffic and parking problems and nothing at all to air
pollution. People who have the energy and nerve to bicycle should be
urged on by society.
The University wants to discourage automobile traffic on campus and
yet, illogically, at the same time, actively discourages bicycling as well. UNM asks its bicyclists not to park near buildings with no bike rakes, to
jump down off their bikes at stop signs, and to use the stairs rather than
the ramps while going from the lower to the upper mall.
The present harassment is too much to pay for the few discourteous or
reckless moments UNM bicyclists may have indulged in from time to time.
UNM's "bicycle problem" is greatly exaggerated. Give the bicyclists a
·
break.
Catharine Gray
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Simmei/The Monte
-£ Cristo Cover- up/ Popu far
~ Library/477 ppg. $1.95.
Review by Orlando Medina
.g When people hear the phrase,
....l World War II Germany, they
B usually think of goose stepping,
war crimes, the paper hanger with
o. the funny moustache, V-IIs, the
original leather look-,· the
" Volkswagen and the fun, day camp
.::8 of Sgt. Shultz and Col. Klink. The)•
~ might even think of espionage.
Z
The last thing to expect in a
'CO- World War II German spy novel is
~ a German goun:ilet chef who only
~ wants to spend the rest of his days
as a British banker and member of
a private club.
The Monte Cristo Cover Up
features Thomas Lieven, the
Galloping Gestapo Gourmet and
Nourishment Nazi sho becomes the
unwilling pawn of Germany,
France, Russia, Great Britain and
any other country that wants secret
documents and cooking secrets that
would make Betty Crocker turn in her mixing bowl.
Lieven is a German banker living
in England before the war and
decides to do a friend a favor. This
friend, his banking partner, wants
Lieven to visit a former girlfriend in
Hitler's Germany. When Lieven
arrives he is arrested by the Gestapo
because his partner was fooling

o

8
'R

around with some German stocks
and currencies and not the
previously mentioned young
fraulien.
What is Lieven's method of
escape? He must work as a spy for
Germany, But our dumbfounded
Don Knotts of the Nazis is captured
in France and England and every
time he is caught the only way for
him to get out is to work as a secret
agent for his captors.
Lieven is a calm peaceful soul
who only wants to be left to pursue
the joys of the bedroom and the
burner. Lieven's favorite pastime
becomes .a game of giving
everybody phoney information and
receiving some monetary pr_ofit in
che process. But this backfires and
Lieven suddenly has all of the
countries out to cook his goose.
While many authors engage in
coming up with some different way
of transition from event to event or
chapter to chapter, author Simmel
does it with meals and recipes.
Simrnel does not only tell what
the menu is, but lets the reader help
put each dish together ingredient by
ingredient.
Whether our spy, Lieven, is out
to overwhelm a tough enemy agent
or a hard-core female black
marketeer, he is constantly out to
prove that the pan is mightier than

Horse~-Sef:-1

Look Out

- Whatcha Do 1n the Wa.r?
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the sword.
The novel is definitely a different
twist to writing a spy novel but the
problem is that is goes overboard in
its running gag of solutions through·
food. Part of the problem may be
that the book was originally written
in German with the title, It Can't
Always Be Cavier.
·,

'Velvet' Reins Ag·oin ... ·

' .

Bryan Forbes has been signed by Elizabeth Taylor.
MGM to write and direct InterAfter beginning in films as an
national Velvet, a sequel to one of actor, Forbes segued to writing,
the studio's all-time classic films, producing and directing, achieving
National Velvet, it was announced.· major recognition for' such films as
last week ·by Richard Shepherd, Whistle Down the Wind, The LSenior Vice President and Shaped Room, Seance on a Wet
Worldwide . Head of Theatrical Afternoon, The Wrong Box, The
Production.
Stepjord Wives and the current The
As is the old reliable excuse, this
International
Velvet
will
be
based
Slipper
and the Rose which just
novel lost something in the tranon
several
of
the
characters
created
concluded
a record- breaking run at
slation especially in the area of
by
Enid
Bagnold
in
her
best~selling
New
York's
Radio City Music Hall
German humor.
novel which was brought to the and will open nationally late next
month.
The jokes are lost somewhere or screen byMGMin 1944.
A key role in the new film will be
Forbes, who was named literary
overplayed and what might have
that
of
a
horse-loving
IS-year-old
executor
in the will of the late Dame
been a wunderkind of spy novel, is
of
Ecjith
Evans,
has just completed
girl
who
becomes
the
ward
more like a Katezenjarnrner Kids of
the
ch~racter.
writing
her
authorized
biography,
Velvet
Brown,
das Kornic Strips.
portrayed in the earlier ftlrn by Ned's Girl, and is now in New York
. to confer with Little Brown Co.
over the book's publication this
. fall.
Charles C. and Charles M. Mot- doctor and therefore knows his
tley/The Mustard Seed/Popular rnedi cal facts, in this case knowing
Libraty/$1.50
the material too well seems to be
Review by Leslie Donovan
more of a· hindrance than a help, as
A totally predictable l)ovel, The extensive medical details weigh the
Mustard Seed by Charles C. and story down.
Charles M. Mottley, holds no
The plot revolves around a
surprises for the reader-unless it is medical researcher who becomes
that any modern novel could be involved in halting the fatal spread
totally predictable.
of a new 11u virus which he believes
Believe it or not, this novel has been let loose on the world by
7:00-Channcl 13: "Be My
appears to be a take-off on the the Chinese.
Valentine,
Charlie Brown."
recent swine flu scare.
If you think this book is in8:00-Channel
4: Movie (Neil
Although Charles M. Mottley is a credible so far, wait until you hear
Simon's "The Sunshine Boys"
the rest.
with Burns and Matthau.)
The medical researcher knows
8:00-Channel 7: Movie
the only effective treatment for the
(Conclusion of "How the West
virus but no. o_ne will listen to him.
Was Won.")
Why? Because the treatment is the
10:00-ChanneiS:'Sounold-fashioned
mustard
dstage (Judy Collins and
plaster-hence the book's title.
Leonard Cohen.)
This novel is a classic example of
11:00-Channel S: Black
those dime-store thrillers in which
Journal (Alex Haley.)
every hero is a government em12:15-Channel 4: Tomorrow
ployee, every problem is caused by
(An inventor and his robot.)
the Russians or the Chinese, and
12:40-Channel · 13: Movie
every 'character is heartbreakingly
("Shaft.")
dull.
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Your Own Way," and follows the
Fleetwood Mac album, which has
sold more than 3 y, million copies
since its release in July, 1975. ·
Fleetwood Mac will tour Great
Britain and Europe beginning April
1, the·group's first tour there since
the fall, 1972. They will resume
their U.S. concerts on April30. The
concerts in Austr~lia, New Zealand
and Japan are slated for November.

Dancer#2
(by Shannon Jason Argus)

Sarge

Proceeds from the Feb. 28
concert in Berkeley will benefit the
work of the Cousteau Society, the
non-profit organization headed by
Jacques and Philippe Cousteau and
dedicated to combating the growing
environmental problems around the
world.· Monies raised from the
show will specifically fund a
Cousteau Society-sponsored
"Environment Day" on the
University of California Berkeley
campus on April23.

Copyright 19n

Everytime we had to go out in the field the Sarge was full of God. He had
told us never to worry out there because God was with us. Then he would
take a long swallow of God from his flask, wipe his mouth with his sleeve,
and tell us to "Murder those fuckin' slant-eyed, yellow bastards."
"Not just the ol' ones" he would yell. "God says ya gotta get the little
ones too, because if you don't they'll carry on where the old ones left off."
One day we were ordered to pacify a small village that was suspected of
harbouring some VC. When we went out, the Sarge was so full of G d that
me and Gab'e had to hold him up between us.
He slowed us down a lot and when we finally reached the village we
found that most of the pacification had taken place. More than half the
huts had been pacified and the stench of burning bodies was so thick that I
let go of the Sarge and started to get sick. I wasn't the only one. Gabe had
let go of the Sarge and was vomiting too. The Sarge looked at us and called
us cowards, then turned' and stumbled to about the middle of the village
before he fell on his knees.
He was still on his knees when a young woman ran out of a burning hut,
screaming. She was naked and her back was on fire. There were two babies
in her arms. One was shrieking very, very loudly because its legs were on
fire. The other one was quiet and looked like it was feeding on one of the
Women's breasts.
She carne running and screaming straight for the Sarge. He brought his
rifle up and waited till she was about five, feet from him before he pulled
his trigger.
·
She 11ew back like she had been hit by a car and the babies landed on the
black grourtd in front of the Sarge. He pointed his rifle to the one that was
on fire and shot it. Then he pointed to the other one who wasn't even
crying. It was just kicking its little legs in the air. He Stayed pointing for
about 30 seconds, then he slowly let the rifle down, looked up to the sky
·and started screaming. He just screamed. To me it sounded like
"Aaahhhhh!" But I wasn't sure. Gabe said it was 'Gooodddd!"
Whatever it was he screamed, we never found out. Because when he quit
screaming he put the barrel of the rifle in his mouth and blew the top of his
head off.

VALENTINE'S DAY - FEB. 14th
9:00PM-2:00AM
Music by the PLANETS and Flowers for the ladies

.

Today And Tomorrow
Alfred Hitchcock's

THE 39 STEPS
1935 Robert Donat, Madeleine Carroll

'

Alfred H~tchcock's

THE LADY VANISHES
1938 Margaret Lockwood, Michael Redgrave

SUNSHINE THEATRE
4200 CENTRAL AVE SE

Beer stained elbows lean on the
Oaken bar and red-faced, pocked
Marked men babble incoherently
Or expel wisdom of universal
Meaning. The damage done that
Has taken years to surface makes
You wonder how long it will be
Before you join the whiskeyBrained fellow with tears that
Drain from haggard eyes. Bodies
Stagger through bar stools that
Support these lonely souls from
Past and present fears. They
Will continue to hug and kiss
Their drinking buddy without
Hesitation while we engage in
Meaningless virtues that will
Find us someday sitting in a
Broken bar stool and our own elbows
Will rest on sticky resolutions we
Have made throughout our lives.

(Terry l'lelcher)

NED'S IS HAVING A LOVE-IN

With special drinks, "Love Potion", "Heart Throb"

Tonight I saw your face triumph
On the screen of my T.V.
Your patrician pose
You hoped would go unnoticed
In the midst of
Bone crushing collisions
Of decadent balls
Of gladiator 11esh,
Slaves to the clouds of.antiseptic
Sprays, mountains of sepulchral
foam,
Boxes on wheels
And bottled piss.
But I saw your sly smirk, Howard,
When you hoped
To intrude into
My Monday night
With fastidious hours
Of alienation ...
click!
(by Dan Scott)

(Holando Bcnevidez)

•

N arcissislic
Backfire
(by S.J. Argus)
A pimple infested turnip head
turned to smile at me.
I must have vomited seven times on .~
that mirror,
now spotted with debris.

Howard Coscll's Elegy

B.J. 's Tavern

Fleetwood ffio.c World Tout
To Begin with Benefit Gig

Fleetwood Mac's new album for
Warner Bros. Records, Rumours,
was released last week. The album
contains the current hit single "Go

and took me by surprise ...
Its rich, warm tones rang through
and the truth was in your eyes ...
Then, hope from an incandescent
light shown through ...
You took me by the hand, my
faith in me renewed ...
I'll think of you when life gets
rough
and always find a way ...
To buck the tide that threatens me
and live another day ...
Now, months have passed and our
· time
is drawing to an end ...
And so, I say goodbye to you, my
new
and noble friend ...

HAVEYOUEVERNOTICEDTHA
TWHENYOU' REINARUSHTHI
NGSSEEMTOGETALLJAMME
D.UP?
..

IT'S TONIGHT!·

•

The will to live was ebbing ...
Confusion and fear held my mind ..
I was trapped there in its webbing ...
And,. no solace could I find ...
Alcohol hl!d clouded my vision and
become
my only way out. ..
A blanket to pull over me and take
away the doubt ... ·
1 carne to you, my friend, seeking
yourhelp...
·
Only those in a living Hell knew
how I felt. ..
Your face was veileil, at first for
I could not bear to look ...
1 waited for condemnation and
went
into my shadowed nook...
Your voice belied what I had feared

Tapioca at 0" K .
(By F. Eno Thiazinni)
There now is a drug called Melleril
That sometimes can make a feller
ill
1250M.G. ·
Taken Q.I.D.
Will make everything else irrelavil

Peanut IiuUer

TV

The Fleetwood Mac 1977 World
Tour will begin on February 28 with
a benefit concert for the Cousteau
Society at the Berkeley Community
Theatre, Berkeley, California. The
tour, continuing through the end of
the year, will comprise concerts all
over the United States as well as
appearances in Great Britain and
Europe, the group's first in many
years, and their first tour of
Australia, New Zealand and Japan.

Pen·& Ink

Ode to a Therapist
By Margaret Reed

Arts & ffiediQ

Flu Virus Drama
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CENTRAL AT 2nd • 242-9741 • ACRES OF PARKING

One Hai-ku

She ripped through the crowd,
stopping at a 40 degree slant,
directing her voice to the flaming guitars,
"Play me some music, I'll dance for you here,"
and with pend4lum motion sh,e grasped for her beer,
waltzing without partner
to rock 'n' roll score.

She eased her free hand
into her silk blouge,
tearing the bra
from where it was housed.
Swinging it upwards
while downing her beer,
leaving all three: cups empty
for dreams to employ.

'·

As I write Hai-kus
I hope and pray that I don't
Run out of sylla
(Eric Irving)
Dialogue
It's such a thin line. Almost not there; and
you're never quite sure which is right.
But it's so nice to think you believe
"Hey -look at me; I'm different."
"Oh?" Said the dog "Who are you
wday?"
."Sloppy today, neat tomorrow." "But it
changes more often than everyday." "See,
how I'm Danny."
"Well I 'II be damned."
"Sort of protects." "Nobody can really
find you,"
"I did."
"But you be me.'' "Others only talk and
look."
"! guess that makes me somebody."
· ''Guess so.''
(Viking)

The Cultural Program Committee
AND THE ASSOCIATED STUDENTS

POPEJOY HALL
AT THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO

Present

. ThePrague
Chamber Orchestra
with

Hans Richter-Haaser
Monday, February 14-8:15 p.m.
Students, Fac/Staff-. Y2 Price
Public-$7."00, 6.00, 5.00, 4.00, 3.00
TeL~277-3121.
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Escalante Leads Lobo Wrestlers

•
said he had no doubts
that Gary
_0 •
UNM wrestler, Butch Escalante, ·Hines would be in all tournament
.n took the most outstanding wrestler finals from now on.
award and also first-place in the
Brigham Young Univefity took
.b 126-pound class in the finals of the the number one team position from
·a Lobo Invitational Wrestling a fifteen team field with '104 ~
A Tournament Saturday night at points for the entire tournament.
.§ Johnson Gymnasium.
Northern Colorado took second
55 Escalante gave an impressive place with 70 half points and
:2: 'showing as he captured first-place Arizona placed third with 60
::: when he superior decisioned points. Utah had 42 ~ , Utah State
Brigham Young University's Paul took 35 y.; points, Adams State had
00• Fhelberg, 17-5. Escalante, a junior,
34o/.i, UNM ended up with 30%,
v has a season record of 13 wins, 2 Boise State took 25 points, Western
~ losses and I draw while Fhelberg's State 21, Central Oklahoma 18,
P.. season mark is 22 wins and 3 losses.
Fort Lewis 8, Mesa 7 V., Northern
UNM Wrestling Coach Ron Arizona University 5, Southern
Jacobsen said that he wasn't Utah 2 and Highlands University
surprised with Escalante's showing grabbed half of a point.
and that, "Butch hasn't peaked out
The next Lobo wrestling meet
yet. He's exciting to watch because will be in Alamosa, Colo., when the
he goes for a fall right away. He Lobos go up against powerful A wrestler tries to pin his opponent while the referee tries to
intimidates
his
opponent Adams State, Coach Jacobsen said
psychologically,'' said Jacobsen.
he was glad that the UNM grapplers
UNM wrestling team captain had a week and a half before that
Gary Hines also went down to the match because, "It would give
•
finals, but was decisioned by Utah's Butch Escalante's elbow time to
Dave Young, 9-5, in the 142-pound heal." Escalante injured his elbow
position. Hines placed second in ·during semi-final eliminations for
overall tournament competition for the Lobo Invitational.
the 142-pound class. .
Jacobsen said that the team is
Coach Jacobsen said, "Gary wrestling better and that a few of
started slow. Nobody can stop him the wrestlers who were having
once he gets started, but for some trouble earlier in the season "are
By Mike Patterson
reason he started cold," Jacobsen coming around now."
TEMPE, Arizona-The UNM. Lobos needed and got two free
throws from Marvin Johnson with
five seconds remammg in
regulation time Friday night to
eventually defeat Arizona State
University, 91-84.

Basketball Action in ArizOna

By Marty Zimberoff
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Photo by Tom Ptunkett

see if he succeeds.

UNM Beats Arizona State
In Overtime at Tempe
In Fight Marred Game

J\T

Ttl~ ~J\M~ fJt= Ttl~
t3AM~ IS N&U~IC
AnD ABC RECORD//HOW/ YOU
HOW EA/Y IT I/ TO PLAY

Johnson simk the two free throws
in the midst of a rage of turmoil
that ended in four technical foul
shots and Wil Smiley being ejected
from the game.
The fireworks began when Lobo
center, Smiley, took a swing at
ASU guard Blake Taylor. Smiley
was assessed with a flagrant
technical as was ASU's Taylor for
fighting back. During the ruckus,
both. team benches emptied in
efforts to try to end the fight.

Order is restored after a fight interrupts the ASU game with five seconds left.

received three quick fouls in the
half and spent most of the game on
the bench. Smiley who came in to
relieve Allen, got six of his 12
rebounds in the first half.
ASU continued to take advantage of the Lobos' 12 first-half
turnovers and poor shooting as they
took a five-point lead with 1:30
remaining to be played in the half.
Allen dropped in two free throws
with 18 seconds remaining to send
the Lobos to the locker room
trailing at the half 49-43.
The second half began like the
first half ended, with ASU scoring
early. UNM chose to take a time
out at the 16-minute mark in order
to try to quell the ASU momentum.

Billy Reid goes up over an
Arizona State defender for a
shot.

ASU's Mark L:;mdsberger then
went to the free throwline to attempt a one-and-one foul shooting
situation that occurred prior to the
fight. Landsberger missed his
second attempt from the line.
Rick Taylor of ASU then went to
the line to shoot the technical shots,
both of which he missed. This put
ASU up by two points, and sent
Johnson to the line to shoot two
technical shots.

ASU was scoring handily as the
UNM defense had not yet gotten on
track. The small crowd of 6600 did
not help the Lobo cause. The fans
became quite frantic during the
affair which only helped the Sun
Devils play harder. ·

Johnson made both shots to tie
the game at 77, which after a jump
ball sent the game into a fiveminute overtime.

The officials never had the game
under control. There were 58 fouls ·
called against the two teams, with
three Lobos and three Sun Devils
fouling out.

TOMPALLGIASER
And His Outlaw Band

ASU jumped out to a short-lived
lead as play resumed, after Michael
Cooper was charged with a
technical foul for hanging on the
rim .

. lkt11111.
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Willie Howard put the Lobos
ahead for the remainder of the
affair with 3:17 of overtime left on
the clock.

ALSO
.AVAILABLE
ON TAPE.
6.98 LIST
(Mfrs. Sugg. List)

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK 9 'TIL MIDNIGHT

I

During the first five minutes of
the game, the lead changed hands
five times as neither team could
hold down the scoring of the other.
It appeared . as though the game
would be a constant run"and-gun
affair as both teams in the early
going tried to see who could execute
the fast break the most effectively.

Photos by.·
Wendell T. Hunt
Dan Davis works to set up the Lobo. offense.

Jimmy Allen fights his way through tor a shot.

"The Lobos," Coach Norm
Ellenberger said, "played sound
basketball, but there was nothing
special to the play." The second
half was highlighted by the play of
Cooper and Willie Howard.
Howard and Coop combined for 30
points and seven rebounds in the
second half.
UNM fought back to knot the
score at 71 all with five minutes
remaining to be played. The game
was tied five times in the remaining
minutes, but UNM could not pull
on top until the extra period.

Lobo reserve •guard Dan Davis
scored two points and pulled down
as many rebounds. Davis played
very solid ball and had five assists
With the aid of Lobo guard Billy to his credit. Cooper Jed all scorers
Reid, who dropped in 14 points for for the night with 23 points
the evening, H) of which came in
followed by Howard with. 20.
the first half, UNM pulled back
Marvin ''Automatic" Johnson
within one point with eight minutes
netted 17 points and nine rebounds
left in the half.
in 40 minutes of play. Wil Smiley
pulled down 12 rebounds and had 8
Lobo center Jimmy Allen points.
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Lobo Michael Cooper drives for the basket.
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Lobos Defeated
In· Close Game
By-Arizona
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By Mike Patterson
TUCSON Arizona-The University of Arizona Wildcats used the inside game of Bob Elliott and the on-and-off shooting of Herman Harris to
barely defeat a determined UNM hoop squad 88-84.
The game was even closer than the score indicated. UNM was very much
in the contest until Elliott tipped in a missed-Phil-Taylor shot with 20
seconds
left on the clock, that sent the score to 86-82 advantage -Wildcats.
.
The Lobos took it right to the Wildcats early in the game. They held the
lead most of the first half and didn't show many signs of cracking. Wil
Smiley and Michael Cooper did most of the real d~age in the half.
Smiley, who probably played the best back-to-back· series since he's
at UNM, scored three buckets in the half without missing a shot, pulled
down four boards, and blocked two Bob Ellibtt shots. Cooper scored
twelve points, had two boards, and showed a great deal of leadership and
poise throughout the first half.
The overall pace of the first twenty minutes was extremely quick. It
would have been a lot quicker but Lobo ~~mtor Norm Ellenberger i~:
plemented his four-corner offense several times. The move by Stormm
Norman was quite effective. The. Lobos managed to control the momentum to their adva)ltage. Momentum control was a key factor throughout
the game. In fact, the only time New Mexico began to falter was when the
momentum control was not in bobo hands.
The most drastic momentum change came with 14:02 left in the second
half, when Herman Harris charged hard into Michael Cooper .·Coop went
down and left the game with a slight injury to his ankle, UNM was leading
then 61-56. To the relief of many concerned Lobo supporters he was
alright. Coop came back into the contest with 10:58 remaining, but the
score was 68-65 advantage Arizona. While the Lobos were missing
Cooper's fine play the Wildcats took advantage of it and built the threepointlead.
After Cooper returned to the game, UNM became a little roore stable.
Also at that point Marvin Johnson began to warm up from the field.
Automatic scored the Lobo's next 10 out of 14 points. But at the same
time, Elliott was putting on quite some show himself as he scored eight of
The Wildcats' 14 points. UNM didn't gain any real ground until Cooper's
drive with 1:40 left in the contest. That made the score 84-82 in favor of
the Wildcats.
At that point, Arizona took possession of the ball and held it until 0:24
left in the garne when Phil Taylor put up a jumper from the baseline. He
missed and Elliott putit back in for two points. The rest is history.
Cooper led the Lobo scoring parade with 23 points. He was followed by
Johnson with 20, Smiley with 14, Willie Howard and Billy Reid with 12
each, and always hustling Steve Davis contributed 2 points.
Smiley and Reid led the Lobos in rebounding with 7 and 6 respectively.
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We Serve AllY
243-5601

-Midnight
ale & Central

TheAll New

Friars Pub
invites you to enjoy the
music of MOONRISE for your dancing
and listening pleasure.
The music starts at 9 pm
Valentines Day, Mon., Feb.'14
Get A Free Fresh Strawberry
Daquiri For Your Valentine
with the purchase of your 1st drink
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Led B.y Runner Wilson Waigwa
UTEP Wins WAC Indoor Track
By David Belling
Texas-El Paso captured its fourth
straight WAC Indoor Track
Championship as it easily outdistanced the_ opposition Saturday
night in Tingley Coliseum.
UTEP was the ·run-away leader
with 153 points while second-place
Arizona State only had 98 points.
The race for third-place was close
as UNM edged out Brigham
Young. The Lobos finished with,81
points to 79 and one half for BYU.
Colorado State took fifth with 45
points. Rounding out the standings
were Utah with 34 and one half
points, Arizona ·with 26 and
Wyoming in last with nine points.
The UTEP Miners won eight of
the 17 first-places in the meet. ASU
captured four firsts and the Lobos
took three.
Leading the Miners was Wilson
Waigwa who won two individual
events and anchored a winning
relay team. On Friday night
Waigwa won the two-mile run with
a time of 8:45.72. Early Saturday
night Waigwa anchored the UTEP
distance medley relay team which
·won that event for the fourth year
in a row.
Later in the evening W aigwa
came back to easily wiii the mile run
in a time of 4:08.42. He ran near
the back of the pack for a long time
in the race but he came on to take
the lead .with two laps left in the
race. This was the sixth individual
indoor championship forWaigwa.
Lobo Sammy Kipurgat won the
880-yard run and 1000-yard run.
He set a new WAC record in the
880 with a 1:50.46 time. This 'broke
the old record by a second and a
half. In the 1000, Kipurgat took the
lead early in the race and never lost
it. Second-place finisher Frank
Munene trailed Kipurgat by only a
couple steps most of the race but at
· the end Kipurgat widened his lead.
Lobo Mark Romero, who finished
third in the 1000, missed taking
second-place by .02 seconds.
UNM's Michael Solomon
captured the only other first-place
for the Lobos as he won the 600yard run. Solomon won the 600 at
the WAC Indoor Championship
for the fourth year in a row. Lobo
Head' Track Coach Hugh Hackett
said he only knew of one other
person to ever win a WAC indoor
event four years in a row. Solomon
took the lead at the start of the last
lap on his way to a time of 1:10.66.
Lobo Charles Dramiga finished
fourth in the 600,
In the three-mile run Lobo Lionel
Ortega had the lead early in the race
but BYU's Luis. Hernandez took
the lead at the mile mark and held it
most of the way to win the race.
Ortega, defending three-mile
champ, finished second.
UTEP was strong in the field
events as they won four out of five
field events. Miner Tom Asare won
the long jump with a leap of 25 feet.
UTEP's Hans Almstrom won the
shot put with a toss of 62-9 and one
half feet. In the triple jump UTEP
captured the top three places. Joe
Laniyan took first-place with a.
jump of 51-4 one-fourth feet,
Arnold Grimes was second and
Jerome Hutchins was third.
In the pole vault three people
broke the old meet record of 16-4.
UTEP's Patrick Abada won it with
a 16-11 and three-fourths feet vault.
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Classifieds
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Rates: 15 cents per word per day, one dollar minimum. Ad-·
vertlsements run five or more consecutive days with no changes
nine FE>nts per Word per day (no refunds If cancelled before five In~
sertlons). Classified advertisements must be paid In advance,
ffiarron Hall Room 131 or by mall to : Classified Advertising, UNffi
Box 20, Albuquerque, Nm 87131.
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CONTACTS?? CASEY OPTICAL Company, 2558736. tfn
PASSPORT, IMMIGRATION, I.D, photos. Lowest
prices in town. Fast, pleasing. Call 265-2444 or come
to 1717 Girard Blvd. NE. tfn
AITENTION PREMED STUDENTS: full Medical
School scholarships available. Call Gene Henderson
in Albuquerque, (505) 766-2335 collect; or write;
Navy Medical Programs Officer; PO Box 8667,
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87108. 2118
FEMALE POOL PLAYERS wanted: part~
tlme/fulltime openings, Free evening at Jigs's,
2004 ~Central SE, 842-5262. 2/14
IP YOU WERE a witness to an automobilepedestrian accident on the UNM campus on the
service road next to the Engineering Building on
February 3, 1977, please contact Walter Oaks at 2665511. 2/16
COACH WANTED for women'~ soft~ballteam. Call
265-3653. 2/18
CHRIS M.-hope you have a happy Vale11tine's
Day fromasecretadmirer, 2114

-="""=

HONEYBUNCH-HAPPY VALENTINE'SDAYII
love you with all my heart1 Honeypot. 2/14
• AU. EN P. Be my Valentine. Love, Dwina. 2114
CHRIS M.-hope you have a happy Valentine's
Day-from ano!her secret admirer. 2/14
RACQUETBALL DISCOUNT: racquets, balls,
gloves. Lobo Men's Shop, 2121 Central S.E, 2/18
VOLLEYBALL! THE UNM MEN'S Volleyball club
practices Mondays & Wednesdays, 6:30-9:30 at
Carlisle Gym. All Interested athletes welcome. 2118
CHRIS M.-hope you have a. happy Valentine's
Day-from yet another secret admirer. 2114
TO MY VALENTINE-Jim, With love,
Evvy, 2114
HAPPY' VALENTINE'S DAY Daddee. Love,
Jeffy. 2/14
CHRIS M.-hope you have a happy Valentine's
Day-from yet still another secret admirer. 2/14
SOMETIMES IT HELPS to have someone just
listen. Call AGORA. 277~3013. 2/18

Photo by Micheal Nea$

AMERICANS CONCERNED ABOUT AFRICA:
write congressmen to repeal Byrd Amendment and
stop U.S. importations of Rhodesian chrome. Bill
now in Senate subcommittee. 2/18
MALE RAPE VICTIM i$ wanted to speak at a
Human Sexuality Class, at the College of Nursing.
Pleas.eca1l John, 268-0555. 2118
HAPPY VALENTINE'S DAY,
Micbelle.
Rob. ·2/14
~

LOST: PAYROLl, CHI!l:K. Please return to Farrell
Udell. Reward offered. Home, 256-1271; office, 277~
2403. 2/IS
LOST: 3 RJNOS, fn women's -restroom, Popejoy
Hall, Feb.7. 281~S69S. 2/tS
LOST: BROWN LEATHER BILLFOLD on Central,
Feb. 8. Reward offered, no questions. M. V. Dowling.
25S-2579. 2/1,

WILL TYPE AND EDIT papers, dissertations, Call
Kim, 266-9037. 2/18
BARRY'S ELECTRONlC REPAIR, 206 San.Pedro
S,E., 265-0335. Color TV's, tape decks, stereo,
amplifiers, auto radios. Install burglar alarms. 10fl/&
discount for students with ID's. Quick service. Used
TV's for sale, 3/11
NEED HELP? Research, revision, editing, typing.
281-3001. 2/24

Catering to student needs ~ince 1971. Inexpensive
furniture. Student ;pccial: complete waterbcd system,
$69.95. 2/21
'69 FORD FAIRLANE, A/T·AIC·V/8, $!100.00,
Paul Findley, 277·6116, 242·9851. tfn
COLOR TV; recently rebuilt. Must go, priced to
move, 277-4980, 2/18
1959 OMC PICK~UP; V-8, 4-speed. Runs good,
$450.00. 265-4829. 2/14
LIKE NEW: Dial-0-Matic zigzag sewing machine.
Fancy stitches, sews buttons, buttonholes, dams, all
without attachments, Assume the last B payments of
$5,47 or .$37.00cash. Call25S-7535. 2/14
UNCLAIMED LAYAWAY: Color TV, big screen,
new 10 yr. warranty. Take over payments, S7.00 per
month. 2:55-7.534, 2114
PRICES SLASHED: unclaimed freight. New
Sherwood, Pioneer, Sansui, Kenwood; CB's, tur~
nlables, cassettes, S-track recorders. 40"/o to 6011lo off,
while they last, 255-753.5. 2114
DIVORCED. Has forced us to repossess Kirby
vacuum cleaner. New warranty, 1977. Take over
payments of$7 .37 per month. 255-7535. 2/14
FANTASTIC PRICES: jeans only $6.9:5, all shirts at
$5,00, winter sweaters onl)' SS.OO at California
Fashion Outlet, 2318 Central S.E. 266-6872. Across
from campus. 2/15
MUST SELL! Marantz 4020 quad-receiver, $250.00;
Marantz turntable, $150.00; pair Sound 404 speakers,
$140.00. Discount for buying all, negotiable. 247·
4543, ask for Jim or Dave. 2115
1966 FORD FAIRLANE XL-500. Good condition,
390 engine, 4 new tires; SfiOO.OO/best offer. Come sec
at ~ Tulane S.E. 268-9929, between 84; after 4
p.m .• call821.0198. Good car for student. 2116
'74 CAPltt SPORT COUPE. Oood condition.
$900.00 under book. 266-1914. 2116
'70 VW VAN: rebuilt engine with 3,000 miles,
Sf ,(li(I().OO.'Call266-ro42~ after? p.m. 2/17
19690TO: best offer. 268-ms, after s p.m. 2/17
'6S IMPALA SS, mags, needs work. Good a.r to
work on and fi;oc. up, $2p0.00. Call 298-6077, after

~

A DELUXE 2 BEbROOM in luxury complex, only
$220.00. I bedroom, $17S.OO. Pools, saunas, party
room, 883-9220, No pets, 2/18
TWO BEDROOM HOUSE for· two students, 4
blocks to UNM, Furnished, clean, large yard, all
utilities paid. $120,00/mo. each, $40.00depositeach,
No pets, 831-2080, 2/15
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OVERSEAS JOBS-Summer/yeaHound. Europe,
S. America, Australia, Asia, etc. All fields, $500-

...,

$1200 monthly. Expenses paid, sightseeing. Free
inform.-Write: International Job Center, Dept. NB,
Box 4490, Berke!Cy, CA 94704. 2/14
EARN $20.00 for 2 hour evening for inviting 10 or
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more of your student friends to your apartment to see
products for your apar.tment demonstrated such as
China, Crystal, Cookware, Silverware, Cutlery,
Linens, etc. Apartment Planning and Entertaining
Inc. Cap collect, ask for Shirley. (317) 2594491. 2/18
PART TIME HELP WANTED: Sales clerk &
stocking. Must be over 21, graduate students only.
Apply in persOn, no phone calls. Save~Way Liquor
Store, 5516 Menaul Blvd, NE. 2118
F:EMALE, PART-TIME, on campus work. Jigg's
Hot Dog Concession Stand, center campus.
Applications at hol dog cart or call 842-5262. Hours
are 12-4. 2/14
PART-TIME JOB: Sal:s, flexible hours, good pay.
Call: Phil Franczyk, C.L,U. 292-2830. 3/8
WAITRESSES WANTED. Apply in person, Mr.
Steak, 1400 San Pedro N.E. 2/17
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ACROSS

The Christian Medlcal Society will sponsor a
showing of Chuck Colson•s film "The New Chuck
Colson" in room 203 in the Basic Medical Sciences
Bldg, at 12:15 Tlles, Feb. 15.
Dr. John E. Foley, Los Alanios staff member, ·.iii:
speak on ''The HTOR: Docs It Have a Future?"
Tues., Feb. 15, at 2:30 p.m. in room 107 uf the
Chemical Engineering Building,
The Cultural Program Committee will meet Tues .•
Feb. 15 ~t4:30 p.m. in Popejoy HaU Lounge.

The TESOL club will meet Tues. Feb. 15 at 7:30
p.m. in rm. 253 of the
All Interested· are asked
10 attend.

sua.

2/18

1 Singers of a
certain r;mge
6 Sports officials
10 Gore
14 "Best Picture" of
1955
15 Inkling
16 Melody
17 Like some dictionaries
19 Hautboy
20 Washin~ton VIP
(abbr.)
21 "Picnic" playwright
22 Emulate Edison
24 Gist
26 Part of f.o.b.
27 Seaweed
28 Intersection
32 English philosopher
34 Belgian treaty city
35 Extinct ~ird
36 Picnic pests
37 Injunctions
38 Name for a dog
39 Break the ---40 Lines of stitching
41----'s perfect
42 Open formally
44 Courts

ll Slangy TV
45 Calendar tenn
46 Molecular structure 12 Ever's partner
49 Knight of King
13 Sugar source
18 Quechuan Indian
Arthur
23 Woodstock's home,
52 Apiece
5 3 - party
in 11 Peanuts 11
25 Fraternal organ54 Opera highlight
ization
55 Involving strife
26 Guitar parts
58 Flanders
28 Ring
59 Castle
29 Unjust burden
60 Hanging item
30 11 High _ ..
61 Sheep
31 Paid admission
62 of Liberty
32 Like eggs
63 One beyond help
33 A_s soon as
34 Fireplace item
DOWN
37 Endures
38 Chimney substance
1 Entertain
2 Establishment for 40 Shoo
41 Love. in tennis
Dick Weber
43 Perfect models
3 Did business
44 City in Texas
4 Type of gambling
46 Birds or adventures
(abbr.)
47 Provide perfume
5 Device to inject
48 Anxious
fluids
49 That which is
6 Part of a hill
hunted
7 Advantage
50 In a lfne
8 - - simple
51 Irritate
9 Heavy pressing
52 Black (poet.)
devices
10 Items for James
56 Pasture sound
57 Card game
Beard

A pole vaulter pushes off his pole as t1e attempts to go
over the bar.

The 440-yard run was won by
ASU's Herman Frazier in a time of
47.9. Arizona's Ron Kennedy won
the 60-yard high hurdles.
Steve Williams of ASU won the
60-yard dash in a time of 6.27
seconds. In the 60-yard dash tobo
Jose LaPorte finished fifth.
UTEP won the two-mile relay.
ASU won the mile relay, with the
·Lobos in second.
Other Lobos placing in the meet
were Ortega who was third in the
two-mile run, Mikael Bernhardt
fourth in the triple jump, Peter
Butler sixth in the rnile and Michael

Charter to Europe
2 to 9 weeks • From $379
2 weeks guided European Tour
Inclusive $560 plus flight
For information write or call:
INTERTOUR
1308 Don Diego
Santa Fe, NM 87501
505·983·8534

sp·orts ·
Hosford who iied for sixth in the
pole vault.
During the meet the WAC track
coaches presented Lobo Coach
Hackett with a watch. Hackett will
be retiring after this season and this
will be his last WAC championship
meet as a head coach. Bill
Silverberg will become the head
track coach at the start of the
outdoor season.
Hackett said, "There's some
good teams here," and he thought
the Lobos finishing third was pretty
good.
Coach Hackett also said
Kipurgat "ran with more confidence and self-assurance. You
could tell at the start he had the
confidence to win."
When asked how he felt after his
last WAC Indoor Championship
Hackett said, "I haven't really had
time to think about it."
En•J.(la"'c' ur ·conta~t !.em.:·,
. F'ast service, qllal'ity and .. ·-,
sty!~ at reasonable .cost. ·

·. C~sey Optical Co .
.. ·. (Ni'!xtdQOI'f(l (J.aseyRe,xatl Drug)
Ltlhja~ atW•L~hlngton 255-6329
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Ne\N Mexico
Daily Lobo
Classified Advertising Rates
15¢ per word per day, $1.00 minimum charge.
5 or more consecutive timesgo per word per day.
Terms~ Cash in advance.

Marron Hall, Room 105
Mail To:
, UNM Box 20, University of New Mexico
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87131
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ASU's Kyle Arney was the only
non-Miner to win a field event as he
won the high jump with a jump of
seven feet. UNM's Craig Doxtater
finished in a tie for fifth-olace.
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A high jumper soars over the bar.
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Want Ads say it
in a Big WayU

Please place the following classified advertisement in the New Mexico Daily Lobo
- - times beginning
under the heading (circle 9ne): 1.
Personals; 2. Lost & Found; 3. Services; 4. For Rent; 5. For Sale; 6. Empioyment;
7. Miscellaneous.
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By D.M.I<lynn
"You mean there was a sword fight?" I asked.
There are many myths and legends surrounding the
"Yeah of course, didja ever see ol' Doug kiiJ anyone
origin of Valentine's Day. We know that Feb. 14 is
without using a sword?" he snapped, pronouncing;
reserved for sending loved ones little gifts of en- sword with the '' w. '' Anyways Val gets the corpse and
dearment. But did St. Valentine ever participate in this, cuts it open you see. He takes his bowie knife or
silly ritual? Only once.
something and cuts out the count's heart.''
Extensive research through the stacks at ZimI was a little worried at this point. Behind the blue
merman Library proved futile. I did, however, run bandana his eyes were afire. He was ready to show me
into someone who seemed knowledgeable about af- how the whole thing was done so I could understand
farie d'amour and the Valentine scandal.
every detail.
"St. Valentine was this eye-talian," he began slowly
"What happened then," I asked.
while straightening out the blue bandana that partially
"Well Va! en tine puts the hear-t in a box to send to
covered his worn features, "who started this bloody the chick, whats"her-name."
heart scandal."
"Stella."
What was that?'' I asked intrigued by the
"Yeah, Stella. So he gives the box to his footman,
mysterious stranger.
Luigi,
and sends it to the chick Stella. And that's how
~<That's where this Valentine's Day thing comes in.
the whole thing started."
You see ol' Val started this thing around 268, summer
I got lost in the excitement and queried, "What got
I think it was, he was in love with this chick.''
started?"
·
"Quite normal," I noted,
"Valentines Day, don'tcha k,now nothing."
"Quite," he said rather angry at the fact that I had
"Oh, but why February 14 ?"
interrupted his impromptu history lesson. He continued. "The chick, Stella Virgin, I think her name
"Well you see, the fad caught on and people were
was, was married to this Count Meinn. But ol' Val
ripping other people's hearts out and on February 14
really had the hots for her. So he jumps t.he ol' count
Val got it. You see, everybody was hot after ol' Stella Part of the loot
and one day ol' Val got cut.
and kills him like he was Douglas Fairbanks or
sent out on
something.''
"It must have been heart rending," I said.
Valentine's Day

Problems
Plague
Estate

PI RG Discusses Lobbying Efforts
By Paul Gooris

The status of bills before the New
Mexico State Legislature, campus
relations, and the proposed budget
for 1977-78 were the main topics
LOS ANGELES (UPI)-Before discussed Thursday night at the
the Howard Hughes estate is finally NMPIRG board meeting.
settled, if ever, a Jot of people may
Among the bills for which PIRG
almost wish that Melvin Dummar's is lobbying are the radioactive
"Mormon Will" had turned out to waste disposal bill; the food-tax
be the real McCoy.
exemption and tax credit bills, and
1t had, at least, the virtue of sim- the uranium-coal tax increase bill.
plicity.
After Sen. Tom Rutherford's, Dlt sliced up the Hughes' pie in Bern., bill, proposing a two-year
neat and unambiguous wedges, the moratorium on radioactive waste
smallest of which was 1-32nd of the disposal was killed Thursday in the
eccentric billionaire's fortune with Senate Finance Committee, Sen.
the Utah gasoline station operator Albert Gurule, D-Bern., introduced
getting 1-l6th.
his bill on the Senate floor. If this
A Nevada court has still to rule it bill passes the Senate, it will go·
formally a fake but Dummar's ad: before the House Natural
' mission that his fingerprints ar'e all Resources Committee, chaired by
over the document contrary to his William Warren, D-Bern.
earlier protestations that the windfall came as a complete surprise
All bills concerning the food tax
would seem to make that outcome a have been tabled in the Senate
near certainty.
Finance Committee, chaired by
If that happens, everyone goes Sen. Aubrey Dunn, D-Otero. These
back to square one and a battle include two bills exempting food
royal for what is probably the from taxation and three granting
biggest private fortune ever left by tax credit for food purchases. "A
an individual in the history of the tax credit proposal has a better
United States.
chance of passing than one of the
The three vital questions to be tax food exemptions," said Mike
answered are:
Huston, coordinator of NMPIRG.
-What was Hughes' legal These bills however, have been
domicile when he died last April on tabled pending action on the
a flight from Acapulco, Mexico, to proposed uranium-coal tax hike,
Houston, Texas?
also before the Senate Finance
-Did he leave a will or did he die Committee.
without any instructions on how his
Hearings on the tax increase for
wealth should be divided?
and coal mmmg
-Was there a "lost will' and is: uranium
there any \vay of determining its operations began Friday before the
provisions?
Senate Finance Committee with
The Hughes' relatives have got testimony by representatives of the
together and signed an agreement uranium-coal industries. PIRG
among themselves providing that staff members are expected to be
the paternal relatives will inherit 25 testifying today in favor of the
per cent of the estate and the mater- proposal.
"So far, this has not been a good
nal relatives will split the remainder
year for environmental and conin varying proportions.

.
sumer issues, 11 Huston said.
To increase contact with
students, NMPIRG will have a
table in the SUB twice a week for
the next month. Student volunteers
are being directed by the Campus
Contact Committee. Tom Sullivan,
Julie Rosner, and Rudy Martinez

.

are the members of this committee.
PIRG is also preparing to present
its budget proposal to ASUNM.
"We have a responsibility to tell the
Senate what we have been doing,
and we've been negligent about it in
the past," said board member
Andrea Smith. .

Other topics discussed were
PIRG elections and the regional
PIRG conference in San Francisco.
PIRG elections are expected to be
held in conjunction with the
ASUNM elections in April. Four .
full-term and one half-term
position will be open.

Save $3.00 on 1st Pair
Save $4.00 on 2nd. Pair
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• Discover the freedom 0£ ski touring
• Discover the fun of ski touring

• Discover one of the Southwest's
finest selections of ski touring
equipment at
Sales, Rentals;
Instruction
Service
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2421 San Pedro NE
Albuquerque, NM 87110
266-8113
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